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The Minolta SLR System of Creative 
Photography 

Minolta makes a really complete 35mm photo
graphic system so that you can be a really 
complete photographer. Now that you own one 
of the famous Minolta SLR cameras, you have 
the nucleus of the world's finest system of 
35mm photography. Your potential is practical
ly unlimited. 

Judged by any standards of photographic 
excellence, Minolta SLR cameras are thorough
ly professional instruments of uncompromising 
quality. With the ir versatile complement of 
specially designed Minolta lenses and many 
precision Minolta accessories, they are capable 
of mastering virtually any photographic situa
tion imaginable. 

Minolta makes more than 150 lenses, acces
sories, and attachments for use with Minolta 

SLR cameras. Encompassed are interchangeable 
M inolta/Celtic and Rokkor-X lenses, includ ing 
meter-coupled zoom-type, from 7.5mm flsheye 
to 1600mm extreme telephoto plus the full 
range of accessories and attachments shown on 
the facing page. Most of these are described in 
this booklet. 

Now that you own a Minol~ SLR camera, 
you own it to yourself to fit it with genuine 
Minolta accessories and particularly with 
Minolta interchangeable lenses that match it in 
qual ity. These lenses and accessories are made 
by Minolta expressly for your SLR . To assure 
best results, be sure you get these genuine 
products; they are the only ones that will give 
you maximum performance every time. 

The object of the Minolta SLR system is to 
give every photographer, no matter what his 
skill, a creative choice in all areas of photo
graphy. Your Minolta dealer can demonstrate 
the full SLR camera, lens, and accessory line 
and help you choose the equipment that best 
suits your needs. See him for technical help, 
too. Your adventures in creative photography 
may very well begin in his store. 



2 How Minolta Makes a Lens 

Minolta is one of only three camera companies in 
Japan and one of a very few in the world that 
make their own optical glass and lenses. Th is 
little-known fact becomes very important when 
you consider that only in th is way can a camera 
company ensure the precise optical and mecha
nical design properties so vital to advanced 
photography . 

Before a Minolta lens is mounted on a 
Minolta camera, it passes through a complex 
series of manufacturing steps performed to the 
highest standards in the camera industry. Each 
Minolta lens, in fact, is the end result of a long 
series of computat ions and tests aimed at 
eliminating the various aberrat ions that inter
fere with theoretically perfect lens perform
ance. What kinds of glass should be used? What 
should the curvature and diameter of lens 
elements be? How should they be positioned? 
Minolta lens designers, aided by Minolta's own 
electronic computer, investigate and decide on 
these and many other problems long before the 
actual ma king of a lens. 

The Basic Ingredients 
The "recipe" of glass-making ingredients varies 
with the type of glass to be made. Among the 
materials often used are sil ica, sod ium carbon
ate, alumina, barium, and lead oxide. Among 
many other ingredients that may be added to 



obtain special characteristics for quality 
Minolta lenses are thorium, zirconium, and 
rare-earth elements such as lanthanu m. 

The measured materials are melted and 
stirred in crucibles (platinum-I in~d ones for 
high-index glasses) at temperatures in the neigh
borhood of 1500° C for many hours, then 
gradually cooled over a period of days. The 
congealed glass is broken into easily-handled 
fragments which are subjected to rigid inspec
tions for bubbles, striae, and other defects, and 
imperfect pieces or parts are discarded. The 
perfect lumps are split into weight-sized pieces, 
which are tumbled, heat-softened, and hydrauli
cally pressed into blanks. From one to two 
further weeks of fine annealing processing 
relieves internal stresses and adjusts refractive 
index . 

Grinding, Polishing, and Achromatic Coating 

Diamond grinders are used for initial shaping of 

the disk-shaped lens blanks, which are then 
further rough -ground with abrasive to approxi
mate curvature. The rough-ground lens ele-
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ments then pass through a series of mechanized 
abrasive and rough pol ishers with continual 
curvature gauging to produce the final high
precision finish . Optical centering and assembly 
in special dust- and temperature-controlled faci
lities precede final rigid adjustment and testing. 

Not satisfied with conventional magnesium
fluoride single-layer lens coating, Minolta nearly 
20 years ago pioneered in originating special 
"Achromatic Coating" with a double layer 
having special ingredients for higher light trans
mission and improved color with Rokkor-X 
lenses. This exclusive process has been conti
nually developed since then incorporating the 
many technological strides made in the field. It 
now involves up to several layers per surface of 
the most advanced ingredients deposited by 
latest techniques in the exact combinat ion and 
microscopic thicknesses to achieve the effect 
required. As a result, Rokkor-X lenses give less 
flare, better image contrast, and rich, true 

colors-better than any other lenses on the 
market. We are sure you'll agree. 





6 Focal Length, Lens "Speed," 
and Angle of View 

The focal length of a lens is the distance from a 
calculated point on the lens axis '(usually at or 
near the lens diaphragm for medium focal 
lengths) to the film plane when the lens is 
focused at infinity . 

Dividing the focal length by the diameter ('f 
the diaphragm aperture yields the f-number at 
the lens opening. At any constant focal length, 
the f-number thus becomes smaller as the 
aperture diameter becomes larger, but the 



volume of light passed by the lens increases. At 
usual apertures, each f·number setting in the 
series allows transm ission of twice the light 

. volume of the next numerically smaller one and 
half that of the next numerically larger one. 
For example, when you change the lens setting 

. from f/5.6 to f/4, light passing through the lens 
is doubled. Changing the setting from f/5.6 to 
f/S, on the other hand, cuts light transmitted in 
half. One such doubling or halv ing is one full 
f-stop. 

The "speed" of a lens is indicated by its 
max.imum aperture : The larger this lens opening 
(i .e., the smaller the f-number) , the " faster" the 
lens. An f /1.4 lens is considered one stop faster 
than, or twice as fast as, an f /2. 

Angle of view is a measurement in degrees 
of ·the amount of a scene included across the 
diagonal of the frame covered by the lens at a 
given distance. As focal length decreases, angle 
of view generally increases : Thus, a 50mm 
standard lens has an angle of view approx i
mately double that of a 100mm telephoto, and 
a 2Smm wideangle takes in about twice as 
much of a scene as does the 5Smm. 

Cleaning and Storage of Lenses 

If a lens becomes dusty or soiled, loose matter 
may be whisked off with a bellows lens brush 
and the glass surface wiped gently with a soft, 
clean cloth . 

Lenses should be stored away from heat, 
h igh humidity, and harmful chemicals and 
vapors. Always keep lenses capped in their cases 
when they are not in use. 

When attaching or removing a lens from the 
camera body, be careful not to touch the glass 
surfaces. 
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8 Minolta/Celtic and Rokkor-X Lenses 

As the owner of Minolta SLR, you may 
choose your lenses from two distinct families of 
genuine Minolta optics: The Minolta/Celtic line, 
and the incomparable Rokkor-X series. 

Minolta/Celtic lenses offer computer design 
and traditionally fine Minolta qual ity at popu
lar prices. Minolta/Celtic lenses are made of the 
finest optical glass in the most used wideangle 
and telephoto focal lengths to su it the usual 
needs of most photographers. 

Rokkor-X lenses offer Minolta's exclusive 
Achromatic Coating as well as the ultimate in 
computer design. Their superb optical perform
ance and impeccable mechanical construction 
reflect the precision of the Minolta single-Iens
reflex system of phtography. The Rokkor-X 
series ranges in focal length from 7.5mm 
fisheye to 1600mm extreme telephoto and 
includes specially designed macro lenses and 
zooms. 

28mm f/2.8 MD Minolta/Celtic 
Construction: 7 elements in 7 groups 
Angle of view : 75° 
Min. focu s d istance : O.3m (1 ft . ) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/2.8-f/22 



35mm f/2.8 MD Minolta/Celtic 
Construction: 5 elements in 5 groups 
Angle of view: 63° 
Min. focus distance: O.3m (1 ft .) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/2 .8-f/22 

135mm f/3.5 MD Minolta/Celtic 
Constructi~n : 4 elJ!ments in 4 groups 
Angle ov view: 18 
Min. focus distance: 1.5m (5 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm: Auto preset f / 3 .5 - f / 22 
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10 135mm t/2.S MD Minolta/Celtic 
Construction : 4 elements in 4 groups 
Angle of view : 18° 
Min. focus distance : 1.5m (5 ft .) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f / 2 .8-f / 22 

200mm tl4 MD Minolta/Celtic 
Construction : 5 elements in 5 groups 
Angle of view : 12° 30' 
Min. focus distance : 2 .5m (8 ft .) 
F i lter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/4.5-f/32 



100-200mm 1/5_6 MD Zoom Minolta/Celtic 
Construction : 8 elements in 5 groups 
Angle of view : 24° - 12° 30, 
Min. focus distance : 2 .5m (8 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm: Auto preset f / 5.6-f/ 22 

50mm f/3_5 MC Macro Minolta/Celtic 
Construction : 6 elements in 4 groups 
Angle ov view : 47° 
Min . focus d istance : 0 .23m (9 in. ) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm: Auto preset f / 3.5 - f / 22 
Accessor ies: Life-Size Adapter, 

Reverse Ring 
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12 Rokkor-X Wideangle Lenses 

These lenses have a number of interesting and 
useful applications for both amateur and pro
fessional photographers. With their ability to 
take in a large part of a scene at short distances, 
they are especially useful when working at close 
qu arters. Their exaggerated perspective su its 
them to use for special effects and in creative 
photography. Both these characteristics of 
wideangle lenses are employed to advantage in 
arch itectu ral photography . 

The short focal length of wideangle lenses 
gives them considerable depth of field even at 
large apertures or short distances. This inherent 
extra depth of field can aid in making sharp 
photos at peak action without the delay needed 
for adjusting focus. 

Naturally, each of these Rokkor-X wide
angles is a meter-coupled , auto-diaphragm lens 
designed to permit full-aperture metering/view
ing and operation as normal with no need for 
mirror lock-up. 



7.5mm f/4 MD Fisheye Rokkor·X 
Construction : 12 elements in 8 groups 
Angle of view : 180

0 

Focusing : Fixed at 1 .2m (4 ft. ) 
covering 0 .5m (1 .75 ft.) to infinity at full aperture 

Filters : Built-in 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f / 4 - f / 22 

16mm f/2.8 MD Fisheye Rokkor-X 
Construction : 11 elements in 8 groups 
Angle of view: 180

0 

Min . focus distance : 0 .3m (1 ft. ) 
Filters : Built- in 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f / 2 .8 - f/22 
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14 17mm f/4 MD W Rokkor-X 

Construction: 11 elements in 9 grou ps 
Angle of view : 104

0 

Min_ focus distance : 0 .25m (0.8 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter: 72mm 
Diaphragm: Auto preset f/4-f/22 

20mm f/2 .8 MD W Rokkor-X 

Construction : 10 elements in 9 groups 
Angle of view : 94

0 

Min. focus distance: 0.25m (0.8 ft. ) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset fl2 .8-f/22 



24mm f/2.8 MD W Rokkor-X 
Construction: 9 elements in 7 groups 
Angle of view: 84° 
Min . focus distance : a .3m (1 ft . ) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/2.8-f/22 
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16 24mm f/2.8 MD VFC Rokk.lr·X 
Construction : 9 elements in 7 groups 
Angle of view : 84° 
Min. focus distance: O.3m (1 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/2 .8-f/22 

This is the world's first lens whose field of sharp focus 
can be varied continuously at will from concave through 
flat to convex by simply moving a control ring on the 
barrel. Thus, even if distances from center and edges of 
objects to the film plane are too different to be covered 
by depth of field (particularly at close range and/or large 
apertures), sharp photos having excellent image quality 
can be obtained of many subjects by appropriately 
curving the field. On the other hand, this capability can 
also be used creatively to deliberately render parts of the 
subject out of focus, or the lens can be used as a 
conventional flat· field wideang/e. Either way, optimum 
image quality is assured by the "floating" focusing system 
and Minolta Achromc tic coating incorporating latest 
techniques. 



Photo on right was taken with the VFC lens' field 
curved in the "wrong" direction, above photo at the same 
focus and aperture setting shows the result of curving it to 
conform to the subject. 
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18 28mm f/2.8 MD W Rokkor-X 
Construction : 7 elements in 7 groups 
Angle of view : 75° 
Min. focus distance: 0 .3m (1 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/2.8-f/22 

28mm f/2 MD W Rokkor-X 
Construction : 10 elements in 9 groups 
Angle of view': 75° 
Min. focus distance : 0.3m (1 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/2-f/22 



35mm f/2.8 MD W Rokkor-X 
Construction : 5 elements in 5 groups 
Angle of view : 63° 
Min. focus distance : O.3m (1 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diapharagm : Auto preset f/2.8-f/22 

35mm f/1.8 Me W Rokkor-X 
Construction: 8 elements in 6 groups 
Angle of view: 63° 
Min. focus distance : O.3m (1 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f / 1.8-f / 16 
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20 35mm f/2.8 Shift CA Rokkor-X 

Construction : 9 elements in 7 groups 
Angle of view: 63° 
Min . focus distance : 0 .3m (1 ft. ) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f / 2 .8-f/ 22 

Mino/ta's exclusive mechanism for this lens makes ful/
circle shift very easy without rotating the barrel. Adjust· 
ment ;s conveniently made visually through the finder 
without watching scales, since movement stops at the 
range limit in any direction. Vertical shift enables taking 
in more of a subject without tilting the camera (see right). 
Lateral or diagonal shift is effective in avoiding intruding 
foreground elements (e.g. , bushes, utility poles) or un· 
desirable reflections (as on paintings, mirrors) without 
moving the camera, or to make panoramic exposures to 
be jOined later. But further, this lens incorporates 
Minolta's widened versatility. Shift and VFC functions 
can also be used together in a wide variety of combinations 
for unique curve-tilt effects not possible with any other 
lens. This is the first of its type to have auto-diaphragm 
operation, for viewing and focusing at full aperture 
brigh tness. 



Tilting ordinary lens up or down to include more of 
object results In converging subject lines in picutre (right); 
besides rising to correct this (abovel. 35mm CA Shift 
Rokkor-X features exclusive shift mechanism, VFC con
trol, and auto diaphragm for unique versatility and 
advan tages. 
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22 Rokkor-X Standard Lenses 

The MD Rokkor-X 50mm f/1 .7 and f/1.4 and 
the Me Rokkor 58mm f/1.2 lenses are widely 
known as the fine "normal" or "standard" 
lenses for Minolta SLR cameras and are well 
suited for most general photographic purposes. 

All are ideal for available-light photography 
indoors and for other low-illumination situa
tions. 

light in weight and styled with "human
engineered" waffle-pattern rubber focusing 
grips, these standard lenses, are fitted with 
automatic iris diaphragms and meter-coupling 
lug rings. They thus provide for full-aperture 
light measuring or focusing with the diaphragm 
always open to maximum aperture except at 
the instant of exposure. 

50mm t/1 .7 MD Rokkor-X 
Construction : 6 elements in 5 groups 
Angle of view : 47° 
Min . focus distance : O.45m (1 .5 ft . ) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/1 . 7-f/ 16 



50mm f/1.4 MD Rokkor·X 

Construction : 7 elements in 5 groups 
Angle of view : 47° 
Min . focus distance: 0.45m (1.48 ft .) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/1.4- f / 16 

58mm f/1 .2 Me Rokkor·X 

Construction : 7 elements in 5 groups 
Angle of view: 41 ° 
Min. focus distance : O.6m (2 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f / 1.2-f/ 16 
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24 Rokkor-X Telephoto and Zoom Lenses 

Tele Rokkor-X lenses are available in a wide 
range of fixed or continuously va r iabl'e focal 
lengths that start with 40mm and extend 
through 1600mm. Like the wideangle and 
standard, all are fully meter- and auto-dia
phragm-coupled for full-aperture metering/
viewing, except for the RF type, with which 
the stop-down method is used. 

The 85mm, 100mm and 135mm Tele 
Rokkor-X lenses are popular among working 
professionals. All are ideal for candid or portrait 
photography, allowing greater working d is
tances from subjects and preventing distortion 
of features (nose, ears, ch in) nearest the lens. 

The Rokkor-X 200mm and 300mm tele
photos offer even more optical "reach" for the 
sports, nature, or human- interest photographer 
yet are lightweight and compact enough to be 
hand-held . They are invaluable for photograph
ing unapproachable subjects such as distant 
landmarks or to keep you a safe distance from 



dangerous objects and situations. The 400mm 
f/5.6 Apo Tele Rokkor-X incorporates a 
fluorite element for elimi nating the undesirable 
"secondary spectrum" that degrades images. It 
is ideal for long-lens work requiring particularly 
sharp definition, and attached with the special 
2X Converter it becomes a top-quality 800mm 
meter-coupled super tele. 

Each of the Zoom Rokkor-X lenses allows 
the photographer to select the exact focal 
length he wants from an infinite number within 
a particularly useful range. The uniquely de
signed 40-80mm lens zooms over a very useful 
wide-normal-tele range and features convenient 
close focusing. The 80-200mm model thus 
provides in only one lens the collective tele
scopic advantages of short and medium fixed 
telephotos and more. The extraordinary 
100-500mm is light and compact despite its 
great focal-length range, which is especially 
effective in sports and nature photography. 
Each of these lenses is a light compact new 
design equipped for full-aperture metering/
focusing and automatic diaphragm operation . 
And each can be zoomed and focused with one 
hand on the positive, comfortable grip of 

waffle-textured rubber-another instance of the 
easy handling Minolta is famous for. 

The catadioptric-type 800mm and 1600mm 
RF Rokkor-X's, utilize precision ground-and
polished mirrors in combination with conven
tional refractive lens elements in their designs. 
Light travels the length of the barrel three times 
in an overlapping reflex path, resulting in 
relatively small bulk for such enormous focal 
lengths. 

This compactness is particularly striking in 
the 800mm RF Rokkor-X, which yields some 
16 times the magnification of a standard lens 
yet can even be used hand-held-rare with 
optics of this great focal length. Similarly, the 
actual length of the 1600mm R F Rokkor-X 
measures only one fifth of its extraordinary 
focal length, which produces images 32 times 
larger than a standard lens. 

Both of these mirror lenses are suited for 
sports, landscape, and nature photography at 
extreme distances. Lens-stop settings for them 
are achieved with neutral-density filters, which, 
like the special "sharp-cut" filters provided 
constitute integral elements of the optical 
system. 
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26 85mm f/1.7 Me Rokkor·X 

Costruction : 6 elements in 5 groups 
Angle of view : 29° 
Min . focus distance : 1m (3.3 ft. ) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f / 1.7- f / 22 

100mm f/2.5 MD Tele Rokkor-X 

Construction : 5 e hemen ts in 5 groups 
Angle of v iew : 24 
Min . focus distance : 1m (3.3 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/2.5 - f/22 



135mm f/3.5 MD Tele Rokkor-X 
Construction : 4 elements in 4 groups 
Angle of view: 18° 
Min . focus distance: 1.5m (5 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm: Auto preset f / 3.5-f/ 22 

~--- "---

135mm f/2.8 MD Tele Rokkor-X 
Construction : 4 elements in 4 groups 
Angle of view: 18° 
Min. focus distance : 1 .5m (5 ft. ) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f / 2.8-f/ 22 
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28 200mm f/4 MD Tele Rokkor-X 
Construction : 5 elements i n 5 groups 
Angle of view : 12° 30' 
Min. focus distance : 2.5m (8 ft. ) 
Filter thread qiameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/4-f/32 



300mm f/S .6 MD Tala Rokkor·X 
Construction: 5 elements in 5 groups 
Angle of view : a0

10' 
Min . focus distance: 4.5m (15 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/5.6-f/32 

,300mm f/4.S Me Tele Rokkor·X 
Construction : 6 elements In 6 groups 
Angle of view : aO 

I 

Min . focus distance : 4 . 5m (15 ft. ) 
Filter thread diameter : 72mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/4.5 - f / 22 
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30 400mm f/5 .6 MD Apo Tele Rokkor-X 
Constructi?n : 7 ~Iements in 6 groups 
Angle of view : 6 
Min. focus distance : 5m (16 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter: 72mm 
Diaphragm: Auto preset f / 5 .6 - f / 32 
Accessory : 2X Converter 



BOOmm f/B RF Rokkor-X 
Construction : 2 mirrors, 

8 lens elements in 7 groups 
Angle of view : 3° 1 O' 
Min . focus distance : 8m (26 ft. ) 
Filters: Integral lens-element type 
F-stops : f / 8 and f / 16 by ND filters 

1600mm f/11 R F Rokkor-X 
Construction: 2 mirrors, 

6 lens elements in 5 groups 
Angle of view : 1° 30' 
Min . focus distance : 20m (70 ft. ) 
Filters: Built-in 
F -stops : f / 11 and f / 22 by ND filters 
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32 40- 80mm f/2 .8 MD Zoom Rokkor·X 
Construction : 12 elements in 12 groups 
Angle of view : 57

0 
_ 30

0 

Min. focus d istance : 1m (v.3 ft . ) 
0 .37m (1 .2 ft.) at close-up setting 

Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f/2.8- f / 22 



BO-200mm f/4.5 MD Zoom Rokkor·X 
Construction: 14 elements in 10 groups 
Angle of view : 30° _12° 30' 
Min. focus distance : 1.8m (6 ft. ) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f / 4 .5 - f / 32 

100-500mm fIB MD Zoom Rokkor·X 
Construction: 16 elements in 10 groups 
Angle of view: 24° _ 5° 
Min . focus distance : 2.5m (8 ft. ) 
Filter thread diameter : 72mm 
Diaphragm: Auto preset f / 8 - f / 32 
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Close-ups and Photomacrography: 
Striking New Views of Ordinary Objects 

Of all the kinds of photography possible with 
the Minolta SLR system, the two that probably 
yield that most consistently unusual pictures 
are close-up photography and photomacro
graphy. 

For even the beginning photographer the 
possibilities in these fileds are practically un
limited, and the results are almost always 
uncommonly exciting. Everyday objects such as 
stamps or coins, mechanical subjects such as the 

movements or gears of a wrist watch, insects, 
plants and myriads more take on aspects missed 
by the human eye. The commonplace becomes 
extraordinary through magnification. 

The world of close-ups and photomacro
graphy- i.e., close pictures at up to a dozen or 
so times life size-provides a stimulating chal
lenge for any photographer to test his techni
ques and imagination. But today, particularly 
us ing a TTL-metering Minolta SLR with special 
attachments makes these kinds of photography 
easier, faster, and more practical than ever 
before. 

The main advantage of using these cameras 
with accessories for close-ups or photomacro
graphy is that the through-the-Iens metering 
system eliminates the need to calculate expo
sure factor or effective ' aperture. It thus does 
away with the most complicated and trouble
some factor involved with longer-than-normal 
extension : Since light is measured through the 
lens and any other Minolta close-up or exten
sion devices being used, all adjustment for 
exposure is completely automatic, regardless of 
magnification ratio. 
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36 50mm f/3.5 MD Macro Rokkor·X 
Construction : 6 elements in 4 groups 
AnRle of view : 47° 
Min . focus distance : O.23m (9 in.) 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm : Auto preset f / 3.5- f / 22 
Accessory : L ife-Si ze Adapter 

100mm f/3.5 Me Macro Rokkor-X 
Construction : 5 elements in 4 groups 
Angle of view : 24° 
Min. focus distance: O.45m (1 .5 ft.) 
Filter thread diameter : 55mm 
Diaphragm: Auto preset f / 3.5- f / 22 
Accessory : Life-Size Adapter 



Used with a Minolta SLR, the 50mm and l00mm 
Macro Rokkor-Xs make photomacrography easier than 
ever before. All information required to determine 
magnification ratio and adjust exposure with non-TTL 
cameras is engraved on the lens barrel. With our TTL 
SR-T series cameras, the lens is set for correct exposure 
simply by turning its aperture ring until the two needles 
are aligned in the viewfinder. With our new electronic
shutter models, exposure control can be completely 
automatic. Either of these lenses attaches to any 
Minolta SL R camera and focuses all the way from 
infinity to half life-size in its regular mount without 
attachments. Using the life-size adapter, magnification 
ratios from half life-size to 1: 1 (/ife size) can be 
obtained. Each of these lenses may also be used for 
ordinary photography with excellent results. 
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3 8 100mm f/4 Auto Bellows Rokkor-X 
Construction : 3 elements in 3 groups 
Angle of view : 24° 
Filter thread diameter: 55mm 
Diaphragm: Auto preset f/4- f / 32 

This lens is designed with a short mount and no focusing 
ring for use with the Auto Bellows 1 (see page 46), The 
focusing range with this bellows is all the way from 
infinity to 1: 1 magnification (life size) on the film. This 
lens' relatively great focal length enables greater lens-to 
subject distance, with resulting greater freedom in place
ment of lighting equip ment, its automatic diaphragm 
operation facilitates focusing and viewing up to and after 
the moment of exposure. 
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28mm 112.8 MO MINDlTA/CELTIC Ves 750 O.3m/ 1ft. f /22 55mm 1/.164.5 II( 43.5mm 240g/8.7 /16 oz. 
r-------------t---+- t-~-- r----j----i- I--+-----+-'-------j 

35mm f /2 .8 MO MINOLTA/ CELTIC Yes 63" O.3m/ 1ft. f/22 55mm q,64.S II: 41 .5mm 220917·3/4 oz. 

1-'_35_m_m_ f/_3._5 _M_D_M_'N_ D_ L_T_A_/C,-E_L_T'-,C ____ -t_+-t __ V_" _-j __ ' B"--:--t_1._5m_ I_5_" ._ f l22 55mm 4>64.5 " aa .5mm 4109/14-7/ 16 oz. 

135mmfl2.8MOMINOlTA/CElTtC Yes ' 8" 1.5m/5ft . f122 55mm 4>64 .5 x 89 .5mm 535g/1Ib. 2·13/ 16 o z. 

200mm 1/4 MD MINOLTA/CELTIC 12"30' 2.5ml8ft . f /32 55mm tP64.5)1; 130mm 535g/ 1Ib. 2-13/ 160z. 

100-200mm fl5.6 MO ZOOM MINOLTA/CELTIC 24°_12" 30' 2.5ml8ft . fl22 55mm 4>63.5 x 173mm 570g/ 1Ib. 4-1/Boz. 

50mm f /3.5 Me MACR O MINDtTA/CELTIC 47" 
1-7~.5~m-m-f-/4-M-D-F~'-SH-E~V-E-R~D-K-K~D-R-'X----t-'-2~-jl--v-,,--I--'~B~ 

O.23ml9 in. f /22 55mm 4166.5 ;11; 55 .5mm 3250 / 11 ·318 oz. 

O.5mJ1.75ft. f /22 Built·in 1/»68 x 63mm 3450/ 12-3 / 16 oz. 

16mm f /2 .8 MO FI SHEYE AOKKOA·X 11 Yes 1800 0 .3m/ Ht. f122 Built· in 4170.5 )( 63.5mm 440g / 15· 112 oz. 

17mm f /4 MO IN AOKKOR· X 11 

20mm fl2.B MD W ROKKOR·X 10 

24mm f /2.8 MO IN AOKKOA ·X 

24mm ff 2.8 MD VFC AOKKOA ·X Ve. 

28mm fl2.8 MD IN AOKKOA·X v" 
28mm f /2 MD IN AOKKOA· X '0 
35mm f /2.8 MO IN AOKKOA·X v" 
35mm f/1.8 MC IN AO KKOA·X v" 
35mm 1/2.8 SHIFT CA AOKKOR·X 7 Auto diaph' m 

5amm f / l .7 MO ROKKQA·X v" 

104° 0 .25m/0 .8ft. f/22 72mm 4175 )( 53mm 325g / 11 ·318 oz. 

94° 0 .25m/0.8ft . f/ 22 55mm ~4. 5)( 43.5mm 23Sg/8·5/16 oz . 

84' 

B4' 

75" 

75' 

63" 

63" 

63" 

47" 

O.3m/ lft. f /22 55mm tP65)( 50mm 275g/9·5/8 oz. 

0.3m/1ft. f /22 55mm rp67)( 50 .5mm 340g / 12 oz. 

O.3m/Ht. ' /22 55mm q,64.5 x 43.5mm 2OSg/7.1I4 oz. 

O.3m/Ht. fl22 55mm tP65.5 x 61mm 345g112·3/16 oz. 

a.3m/1ft. f /22 55mm tP64.5)( 41 .5mm 200g17·1/ 16 oz. 

a .3m/ Ht. f / 16 55mm 4166 )( 67.5mm 415gf 14·518 oz. 

a.3m/ Ht. 1/22 55mm ¢l83.5 x 71 .5mm 560g/ 1 1b. 3·3/40z. 

a.45m/1.5ft . f / 16 55mm tP64)( 4amm 185g/6·1/2 oz . 

'; , 
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50mm f /1.4 MO AOKKOR ·X 47" O.45m/l .5h. fl16 55mm q,64 x 40mm 2309/8·1 /8 oz. 

58mm fl1.2 Me ROKKOA-X 4" a .Gm/2 ft . filS 55mm 4'70.5)( 54mm 4750/1 lb . 3/4 oz , 

r-8-Sm-m--f'-' '-7 -M-C-R-O-K-KO-R-'-X--------1---+--+----~-.---+---~~--~'-m-'-3,-3f-t ,--t-ff22-;smm l-O-7-'-x-6-2m-m----+-4S-~-'-' -'b-, --------~ 

l00mm 112.5 MO TELE ROKKOA-X 24' 1m/3.3ft . f /22 55mm 4164.5 x 64 .5mm 365gf 12-7/B oz. 

135mm 1/3.5 MD TElE ROKKOR·X '8' 1.5m/Sft. 1/22 55mm ¢64.5 x 87mm 400g/ 14-1/B oz . 

135mm 1/2.8 MD TELE RQKKOR·X 18" 1.5m/Sft . f /22 55mm q,64.5 x 89 .5mm SlOg/ l lb. 2 oz . 

200mm f /4 MO TElE ROKKOR -X 12'"30' 2.5m/8ft . fl32 55mm 1P64.5 x 131mm 51Sg/ 1Ib. 2-3/160z. 

300mm 115.6 MO TELE ROKKOA -X v" S" ,O' 4.5m/15ft . f/32 55mm if>65 x 186mm 695g/1 lb . 8-112 oz. 

300mm 1/4 .5 Me TELE AOKKOR -X 8° 10' 4 .5m /15ft. fJ22 72mm 4180 x 199.5mm 1175g/2 lb. 9·318 oz. 

400mm 1/5.6 MO APO TELE AOKKOA -X Yeo fl32 72mm ~3 x 256.5mm 14409/3 lb. 2-13 / 16 oz. 

--!Mi;;!;- No :J'10' 8m/26ft . fl16 Built-in 1/)125 x 166.5mm 1900g/4 lb. 3 oz. 
r_------------------~~~r_-----r--

~ 
aOOmm f/8 AF ROKKOR -X 

1° 30' 2Oml7Oft. f /22 Built-in 41 178 I( 322 .5mm 6850g/15 lb. 1-5/8 oz. 1600mm f/ l1 RF ROKKOA -X No 

40-80mm f/2.S MO ZOOM RQKKQA·X 12 12 Yes 51°_30° 1m/3.3ft . f/22 55mm 66x93.SlC98.5mm 560g/ 1Ib. 3-3/4oz. 

1--'8-,-O'.::.2DD,-,--m.;..m:..';...'4",S_M..cO:..Z",O,-,O:..M_R.-.O:...KccK--,O:..R--,-X-'-1--,-'4-+-,-'o~ ____ v.,-,. __ _+..c3J1'-,---' ''-2'' 30' 1.am/6ft. f /32 55rn __ m_+.::.07,,4- '--,'.::.S6::..m;...m __ -+-690g-=.'-' -'b-, _8-_S'_'6 __ 0,_, __ ~ 

100-500mm f/8 MD ZOOM AQKKOR·X 16 10 Yes 24°_5° 2.5m/8ft . 1132 72mm IPS1)( 330mm 2030g/41b. 7·5/8 oz. 

50mm tll.S MD MACAO AQKKOA ·X 47" O.23m/9 in . 1/22 55mm $64.5)( 55.5mm 205g17·1 /4 oz. 

~'.::.oo~m.;..m.;..'~'3~,S~M.;..C~M~A.::.CR~O~RO~K~K.::.O~R,;,,'X~-4~~-'-+-__ ~V'=' __ -+ __ ~24_' __ +-O,_4s_m_'_1._S'_t ,~'-'2-21-S-S-m-m-ro:..7-4-,S-X_8_8 ,_sm_m __ r~ __ -,-'_' _'b_, S_-_'~ __ 0,_, __ ~ 

l00mm f/4 AUTO BEllOWS ROKKOA·X 3 Auto diaph'm 24° fl32 55mm tl»6l.5)( 35mm 1550/5·7 / 16 oz. 



42 The Tools of Close-up Photography 
and Photomacrography 

Even without accessories or attachments, the 
standard lenses on Minolta SLR cameras permit 
a considerable variety of close-up photography. 
The Me Rokkor-X S8mm f/l .2 Lens can be 
focused for pictures as close as 60cm (2 ft.) in 
its standard mounting on the camera. The 
SOmm f/l.4 focuses down to 45cm (l.S ft. ) just 
as it is. But to get closer to your subject for 
even more dramatic results, use Minolta's spe
cial equipment designed to provide photographs 
much larger than I ife size. 

The simple combination of a Minolta· SLR 
camera with SOmm lens and a supplementary 
screw-on close-up lens is sufficient, at modest 
cost, to do many close-ups and copying. For 
more specialized work, you can select from a 
range of Minolta extension tubes and bellows, 



special Minolta lenses, and so on for the 
performance and flexibility needed. 

Besides precision lenses or attachments and 
a measure of patience, the great majority of 
close-ups and photomacrography will require a 
sturdy tripod or other base from which to 
shoot, as the slightest movement of camera or 
support will be greatly exaggerated. The 
Minolta Copy Stand, described on Page 46, was 
designed to provide the maximum stability 
essential in these kinds of photography . 

lighting techniques for photomacrography 
and close-ups in many ways resemble those for 
other types of photography. You may wish to 
experiment with such basic lighti ng types as 
back lighting to show edge details, front light
ing for standard effects, side lighting to bring 
out texture, diffuse shadowless I ighting for 
subjects of sufficient color contrast, or trans
mitted illumination for translucent or trans
parent subjects. Keep in mind that the consider· 
able heat generated by most lamps will rapidly 
affect heat-sensitive objects at close range, 
while living things may wilt or die if kept under 
the lamps too long. 

Close-up Lenses 
These lenses screw into the filter mount of 
normal Minolta lenses to permit focusing at 
close-up distances. Lenses 1 and 2 may be used 
in combination to allow work as close as 23cm 
(9 in. ) from the subject. Lens 0 allows closer 
focusing with short telephoto lenses. With an y 
of these close-up lenses, aperture is set as it 
would be for normal photography. 
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44 Extension Tube Set II 
This set of five separate rings and tubes can be 
used in various comb inations for close-up 
photography with Minolta lenses. Function of 
the parts is to increase magn ification by length
ening the lens-to-film distance. Selection of the 
proper ex t ension part or combination depends 
on the area to be covered or the image size 
required . When used with TTL Minolta SLR 
cameras, no compensation for exposure is 
necessary since exposure reading may be taken 
directly through the extended lens. 

Me Auto Extension Tubes 
The purpose of th is set of three tubes is the 
same as for the Extension Tube Set II, but it 
offers refinements that provide great er ease o f 
use. Full meter-and automatic -d iaphragm coupl
ing enables ful l -aperture metering/ focusing, 
with the diaphragm closing down to the preset 
aperture only a t the moment of ex posure w ith 
Minolta SLR' s and meter coupled Minolta 
lenses. Each of the three tubes has a Minolta 
SLR bayonet on one end and a match ing 
receptacle on the other ; this all-bayonet system 
makes for fast, easy attach ing and changing. 



Reverse Ring II 
The· M inolta Reverse Ring II enables using 
various Minolta lenses, particularly wideangle 
and normal, turned front to rear for consider
ably improved image quality at magnifications 
greater than l ife size (1 : 1 image-to-subject 
reproduction ratio) . 

Bellows III 
Modest in price, compact, and lightweight, th is 
quality bellows attaches to the camera in the 
same way as a lens and provides calibrated 
extension between lens and film by means of a 
scale engraved on the track . Magnifications 
between O.7X and 3 .1 X can be obt ained with 
this unit and a 50mm lens. Among the optional 
accessories common to th is unit and the Auto 
Bellows I is a slide cop ier attachment for 
duplicating transparencies shown attached to 
the latter unit on the next page. 
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46 Auto Bellows I 
This deluxe, double-track bellows performs all 
of the functions of the Bellows Ilion page 45 
and further features an automatic-diaphragm 
coupling device. With auto diaphragm lenses, this 
coupler allows focusing and viewing at full 
aperture brightness, with the lens closing down 
to the preset apertu re on Iy at the moment of 
exposure. Used with a standard 50mm lens, the 
Auto Bellows I permits a continuous range of 
magnifications from O.75X to 3.1 X. The detach
able focusing rail can also be used separately for 
focusing or positioning a camera equipped with 
lens only , extension tubes, or a close-up lens. 

Copy Stand II 
A rigid camera support that assures maximum 
stability in all photomacrography, th is unit is 
highly recommended when photographing 
either flat or three-dimensional objects. u'ri
usually sturdy, the stand features a heavy-duty 
39.4 x 45cm (15-1 / 2 x 17-3 / 4 in. ) baseboard 
and a 61cm (24 in . )-high chrome tube 5cm (2 
in . ) in diameter to provide secure support for 
camera and macro equ ipment. 



Magnifier V 
Th is is a useful tool for precise focusing when 
mak ing photomacrographs, copy ing, and taking 
d istant telephoto pictures. It features an adjust
able eyepiece and 2 .5X magnifying power. It 
slides on over the camera eyepiece and can be 
adjusted for individual eyesight. 

Angle Finder V 
This device permits viewing w ith the camera 
held below the eye. It can be adjusted for 
individual eyesight, and is ideal for m icroscopic 
photography and many other applications. It 
slides on over the camera eyepiece. 
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48 Photography Through the Microscope 

Going from several diameters' magnification 
with photomacrography to tens or hundreds of 
diameters, we descend into an even stranger and 
more fascinating microcosm. Using your 
Minolta SLR in combination with the Minolta 
microscope adapter, you can capture on film 
the beauties and mysteries of the normally 
invisible world of photomicrography. This 
simple and inexpensive unit is su itable for 
scientific work as well as in shooting for sheer 
illustrative or abstract effects. 

Microscope Adapter 
This two-piece device is used to connect an 
SLR camera to a microscope. One sect ion 
bayonets into the camera body in place of the 
lens, wh i le the other end fits into the ocular 
adapter tube section of the microscope. Tak ing 
photomicrographs is convenient w ith this adap
t er because you can follow moving specimens 
up to the precise moment of exposure. The 
adapter filts ocular tubes from 23mm to 29mm 
in diameter. 



Minolta Flash Units 

No matter which of the major types of photo
flash you prefer, it is available from Minolta . 
There is a unit for your Minolta SLR, whether 
you use conventional flashbulbs for occasional 
shooting with maximum light output or choose 
regula r electronic flash (sometimes also called 
" strobe" ) for greater action-stopping power, 
convenience, and economy. Further, with an 
automatic electronic flash, which figures its 
own exposure exactly, you'll never have to 
th ink of gu idenumber calculations again. With 
auto-flash, a sensor receives light reflected from 
the subject and turns the flash off the micro
second that proper exposure is reached. Auto 
Electroflash 450 and 280 represent the van
guard of the industry in offering the very latest 
thyristor series circuitry for maximum flashes 
per battery and shortest recycl ing time. 

Auto Electroflash 200X 
This new generat ion, compact flash unit is 
designed fo r use on the X 0 - 11 and can also be 
used cordlessly on many other cameras. 
It makes perfectly exposed autoflash exposures 
at either of two apertures or can be operated 
manually . When attached to the XD-ll and 
ready to fire, the 200X starts a flash ready LED 
blinking in the viewfinder and automatically 
sets the camera's shutter speed (1 / 100 sec.) 
when the shutter is released . Gu ide number is 
up to 20 for meters at ASA 100,33 for feet at 
ASA 25 . 
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50 Auto Electroflash 25 
This compact cordless/ corded unit with a guide 
number of 25 (m, ASA 100; 41 for ft., ASA 
25) slides into the hot shoe on Minolta SLR 
cameras and makes completely automatic elec 
tronic flash exposures by means of a built-in 
sensor or can be used as a conventiona l non 
auto unit. Recycling is indicated by a monitor 
lamp. 

Auto Electroflash 32 and 28 
Compact cordless/corded units with guide num· 
ber of 32 and 28 (in meters at ASA 100,52 and 
46 in feet at ASA 25) . Both units provide 
automatic flash exposure even with bounce 
operation. Auto E lectrofalsh 32 has an illumi
nated control dial and can select two different 
apertures. Optional Ni-Cd battery cartridge, 
Charger and AC adapter are available. 



Auto Electroflash 280 
Automatic direct/ bounce flash exposure is a 
feature of this cordless/ corded clip-on unit. The 
280 yields a maximum guide number of 28 (in 
meters at ASA 100, 46 in feet at ASA 25) . To 
max imise on energy-saving, a series-thyristor 
circuit is incorporated to give the shortest 
recycling time and the maximum number of 
flashes per battery. 

The 280 covers the field of a 35mm lens, 
and lets you select from four apertures on any 
setting to get just the shot you want under any 
conditions. Power sources are alkalimanganese 
or rechargeable Ni-Cd batteries. Optional Ni-Cd 
charger is also available. 

Auto Electroflash 450 
A versatile system electronic -flash unit , Auto 
Electroflash 450 yields the maximum guide 
number of 45 (for calculations in meters at 
ASA 100, 72 in feet at ASA 25). The 450 does 
everything the 280 does-and more. The field 
of a 24mm lens is easily covered with the 
wideangle diffuser. Automatic bounce/ off
camera flash exposu re is possible with the 
attachment of the optional separate sensor. 
With f ive apertures to choose from on any 
setting, perfect exposure is assured . The moni
tor- lamp circuit provides accurate guide num
bers for nonautomatic operation. The 450 is 
powered by alkalimanganese batteries, or optio
nal rechargeable Ni-Cd battery cartridges. An 
optional charger is available for recharging of 
cartridge. 
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52 Deluxe Flash Unit III 
Th is compact and powerful flash unit has a 
fold ing-type reflector whose bowl adjusts for 
regular and wideangle lenses and swivels to any 
of 5 clickstop posit ions to allow bounce f lash, 
etc . It takes regular-base, pinless-base, and 
AG-type f lash bu Ibs and can be used either w i th 
or without the c ord. The unit unfolds and 
installs on the camera body in sec onds. 

Minolta Light Meters 

Besides world-renowned cameras, lenses, and 
other products, Minolta makes and markets a 
full line of meters for every major photo
exposure purpose. And at Minolta we produce 
our own CdS (cadmium-sulfide) and silicon
photo cells for these and the meters built into 
au r cameras. 

At the request of NASA, the U.S.A.'s 
National Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion, Minolta developed and produced the 
Space Meter, which was used for critical expo
sure measurement on epoch -making Apollo 
missions to the moon. This feat gi'/es some 
indication of the distinguished state of the 
photometric art at Minolta. 

You put th is same superior technology to 
work for you wh ichever of the remarkable 
Minolta light meters you may choose. 



Auto-Spot II and Auto-Spot II Digital 
These single-lens reflex exposure meters with ,0 
angle of acceptance have silicon- photo cells, 
and operate as rapidly as you sight your subject. 
Illuminated scale in Auto-Spot II and digital 
d isplay on Auto-Spot II digital enhance easy 
and accurate read ings under dim conditions. 
ASA range : 3 to 25,000 (12 to 6,400 w i th 
" dig i tal " ) EV range: 3to 17 (1 to 20) Aperture 
range: 1 to 45 (1 to 90) Shutter-speed range : 
1/2000 to 30 sec . (1/2000 to 15 sec. ) Cine 
range : 8 to 128 fps (with sector opening 1800

) 
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54 Auto Meter II 
This sophisticated meter features effortless 
one-hand operation with a battery-powered, 
moving scale that gives instant direct reading 
completely automatically-no needle reading or 
manual dial alignment is necessary. A sensitivity 
silicon photo cell and high-grade integrated 
circuit give both incident and reflected- light 
readings with high accuracy over an unusually 
wide range _ The light, sturdy unit features 
automatic over and under-exposure warning 
indications. Accessories available are: View
finder 10° for reflected - light measuring, N D 
diffusers, spot mask and mini receptor _ 



Flash Meter II 
Remarkably accurate thanks to ideal combina
t ion of a high-response silicon photo cell with 
high-stability electronic components, this meter 
gives incident or reflected readings of bulb or 
electronic flash as well as continuous illumina
tion. The practical feature of this unit also 
enables reading the total brightness of multi or 
sequent flashes. In either way , readings are 
resistered directly in f-numbers; no calculations 
or conversions are needed. The Minolta Flash 
Meter II offers a selection of measuring times 
(shutter speeds) for c onvenient measurement of 
f i ll-in flash in combination with ambient light. 
Compact and lightweight, this unit incorporates 
specially designed LSI (large scale integrated 
circuit) for computation and A / D (analogue/ 
digital) convertion. 
F-numbers are digitally indicated by LED for 
easy and accurate reading under dim condi
tions. Optional accessories available for in
creased versatility include a viewfinder 10° , 
min i receptor , spherical ND diffuser, flat diffu
ser and mu Iti-purpose sync. cord. 
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56 Color Meter 
Minolta' s very compact all- new 3-color measur
ing Color Meter, designed for precise professio
nal measurement of light color temperature 
from any source and rapid, direct determina
tion of proper light-balancing and color-correc
tion filters, provides particularly high accuracy 
by dividing its broad measuring capability into 
four ranges. The Minolta Color Meter reads a 
wider 0 range of ocolor temperature- from 
2 ,500 K to 12,500 K - than any other color 
meter and gives consistently accurate readings 
regardless of variations in illumination level 
within an extremely broad range of from 10 to 
128,000 luces. Red , blue, and green detectors 
incorporated in the light receptor feature spect
ral response similar to that of color films. A 
fourth detector measures incident light for the 
built- in illumination-intensity meter, permitting 
use as an ordinary photographic exposure meter 
or for determining illumination levels for other 
purposes. Sturdy diecast aluminum body con
tains a hermetically-sealed transistor c ircu it that 
needs no warm-up. Needle locks automatically 
to "remember" reading . 





58 Minolta Solid Glass Filters 

Minolta's filters are invaluable for correcting or 
obtaining various photographic effects. They 
are made of solid glass ground optically flat in 
Minolta's own factories to prevent distortion 
and mounted in satinfinish metal rings. 

Refer to the following tkief explanations to 
determine which filters best su it your photo
graph ic purposes, or consult your Minolta 
dealer for further information. The table on 
page 60 indicates the mount diameters in which 
the various Minolta filters are available. 

00 0 
000 



For Black-and-White Photography 
UV : This f i lter absorbs excessive ultra

violet rays when shoot ing moun
tain, snow, ' and other distant 
scenes, Exposure is the same as 
without a f i lter, and it may be 
kept attached to protect the lens. 

Green : For correct monochromatic rendi 
tion of colored subjects as they 
appear to the eye, this fi Iter is 
used with panchromatic film. 

Yellow : Red and yellow subjects are ren 
dered lighter than the eye sees 
them by this filter. It tends to 
increase over-all contrast some
what and is often used to darken 
blue sk i es and emphasize white 
clouds. 

Orange : Use of this filter with panchro
matic films produces effects simi
lar to but more pronounced than 
those with a yellow f i lter. 

Red : This filter used with panchro
matic materials greatly lightens 
red, produces strong contrast, and 
can be used for exaggerated cloud 
effects. Used in combination w ith 
infrared film, it eliminates at
mospheric haze and produces 
spectacular, high-contrast effects. 

For Color Photography 
1 A : Use this filter to improve bluish 

rendition of subjects in shade 
illuminated by blue sky, on over-

cast or ra iny days, or obscured by 
atmospheric haze. It , requires no 
inc rease in exposure and is often 
used with color or monochro
ma ti c mat er ials to protect the 
lens. 

80B: This filter is used for shooting 
with dayl ight-type color f i lm in
door'1, w i th artificial light of 
3400 K color temperature (as of 
photoflood lamps). 

85 : Type A color films (balanced for 
exposure with light of 3400° K 
color temperature) c an be used in 
daylight by exposing through t his 
filter . 

For Black-and-White and Color Photography 
Polarizing This filter is ideal for reducing or 

Filter: eliminating specular reflections as 
from glass or water to provide 
clearer views or richer tones o r 
textures; it can also be used to 
darken skies in either color or 
monochrome. 

NO X4 : Used to adjust light volume from 
a scene or subject, this neutral 
density filter can be employed to 
avoid overexposure (as when 
shooting beach or brilliant snow 
scenes, especially with fast films) . 
It is also useful for depth-of-field 
control under certain condition to 
emphasize a subject against an 
out-of-focus background. 
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60 Filter Sizes 

L37 (UV) 72mm* 
L39 (UV) 46mm 49mm 52mm 55mm 62mm 

Y48 (Yellow) 49mm 52mm 62mm 
Y52 (Yellow) 46mm 55mm 72mm* 

R60 (Red) 52mm 55mm 72mm* 

056 (Orange) 52mm 55mm 72mm* 
GO (Green) 52mm 55mm 

Polarizin!l 52mm 55mm 
80B 46mm 49mm 52mm 55mm 72mm* 

85 52mm 55mm 72mm* 
1A 49mm 52mm 55mm 67mm 72mm* 

ND 46mm 49mm 52mm 55mm 72mm* 

With Polarizing Filter No Filter * Achromatic coated 





62 Eyepiece Corrector VN 
Focusing aid for far- and near -sighted photo
graphers is provided by these special lenses 
which snap into grooves provided in the camera 
eyepiece. Minolta makes nine different diopter 
strengths, from - 4 to +3. 

cc 
eec 
ceo 

Panorama Head II 
The Minolta Panorama Head II is specially 
designed to be attached between a Minolta 
single-lens-reflex camera and a tripod for photo
graphing panoramic views up to a full 3600 in a 
sequence of photos that can be matched accU
rately. 
It can be set to automatically provide proper 
interval and overlap between successive frames 
with various Rokkor-X lenses and has a built-in 
level . Excellent panoramas can thus be easily 
made without the need of check ing coverage of 
each frame through the viewfinder . 



Lens Mount Adapter. 
M inolta makes Practica lens adapter, which locks 
securely on Minolta SLR camera bodies with 
the use of the special key provided. Any 
Praktica·mount lenses can be used with Minolta 
SR· T cameras and can be focused throughout 
its fu II range. 

Cable Release II 
This very flexible release threads directly into 
the shutter release button on Minolta SLR's 
and is essential for steady tripod exposures, 
photomicrography, photomacrography, and 
telephotography. It features a convenient coaxi· 
al type lock, which facilitates making time 
exposures. 
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64 This booklet has briefly described many of 
the Minolta/Celtic and Rokkor-X lenses and the 
accessories of Minolta's extensive SLR system. 
You can use them either with a standard 
Minolta SLR or on one of our new electronic 
shutter models offering interchangeable finders 
and fully automatic exposure control. Either 
way, you'll enjoy genuine Minolta quality, 
precision, and the handling and operating ease 
we are famous for. 

Be sure to tal k with your Minolta dealer; he 
can help you learn more about all the fine 
Minolta products and what they can do for 
you . Or contact the Minolta distributor or 
branch office in your area. 

Minolta Camera Co., Ltd., 30, 2-Chome, 
Azuchi-Machi, Higashi-Ku, Osaka 541, Japan 

Minolta Corporation, 101 Williams Drive, 
Ramsey, New Jersey 07446, U.S.A. 

Minolta Camera (Canada) Inc .. 1344 Fewster 
Drive, Mississauga,Ontario L4W,l A4,Canada 

Specifications subject to change without notice 
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